Not content to rest on its past archived glory (including seven Nobel prizes awarded for the work done there), Bell Labs also recently announced its goal to resume focused fundamental research, targeted at major technological challenges. To appreciate this "new vision," it is helpful to briefl y review the organization's recent troubled history. In 1996, AT&T spun off Bell labs into a new company, Lucent Technologies. Ten years later, this merged with Alcatel to form the current incarnation, Alcatel-Lucent Bell Laboratories. However, by 2008, the organization -which once invented the transistor, discovered the microwave background radiation from the Big Bang, and formulated the mathematics underpinning information theory -was down to four basic research scientists in physics at its Murray Hill headquarters, and had decided to pull out altogether from material science and device physics.
Marcus Weldon, President of Bell labs since November 2013, told EE Times [4]:
What we are really doing is returning Bell Labs to its original model -solving big industry challenges, what we call game-changing research and cross-discipline "FutureX" projects, aimed at multiplying by 10× either speed or lower latency or lower energy consumption or simplicity or elasticity. And as we solve these problems, we are going to be on the lookout for serendipitous discoveries, such as fundamental limits in information theory or science or engineering that allow us to advance the cause of humankind while we are solving a practical communications or information technology challenge.
In a new twist, Bell Labs has also announced an annual Bell Labs Prize (a fi rst prize of $100K, second prize of $50K, and third prize of $25K), which is [5] "a competition for innovators around the globe that seeks to recognize proposals that 'change the game' in the fi eld of information and communications technologies by a factor of 10, and provides selected innovators the unique opportunity to collaborate with Bell Labs researchers to help realize their vision." While this year's deadline for proposal submission (July 15) has passed, there will another round of the competition next year.
It must be gratifying for the management of the ("new") Bell Labs to be able to recently announce [6] that a team of Bell Labs researchers (at its Antwerp, Belgium location) succeeded in transmitting data over traditional copper wire at a record speed of 10 gigabits per second (Gbps). According to Alcatel-Lucent, the technology will "enable operators to pro-
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Keywords: Bell Labs; digital archive; Bell Labs Prize vide Internet connection speeds that are indistinguishable from fi ber-to-the-home services, a major business benefi t in loca tions where it is not physically, economically or aesthetically viable to lay new fi ber cables all the way into residences." Don't hang up on Bell Labs yet!
